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Abstract
We consider the problem of scheduling outforests and inforests with non-uniform deadlines
subject to unit-length communication delays. We will prove that minimum-tardiness schedules for
outforests on two processors and for chain-like task systems on m processors can be constructed
in polynomial time. In addition, we present two polynomial-time approximation algorithms: one
with an asymptotic approximation bound of 2− 2=m for scheduling outforests with non-positive
deadlines on m processors and one with an asymptotic approximation bound of 2 for scheduling
inforests with non-positive deadlines on m processors. Moreover, it is proved that for a special
class of inforests, minimum-tardiness schedules on m processors can be constructed in polynomial
time. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Multiprocessor scheduling; Unit-length tasks; Unit-length communication delays;
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1. Introduction
Much of the complexity of parallel computing is due to communication. During the
execution of a parallel program on a distributed memory computer, there are delays
between the execution of dependent program modules on dierent processors. These
delays are needed to send the result of the computation of a task from one processor
to another. Classical scheduling problems do not take these communication delays into
account and hence do not capture the complexity of parallel programming.
Rayward-Smith [14] was one of the rst to study the problem of scheduling with
communication delays. He proved that constructing minimum-length schedules for
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unit-length tasks subject to precedence constraints and unit-length communication de-
lays is an NP-hard optimisation problem. Lenstra et al. [12] proved that this remains
true if the precedence constraints form an intree. For special classes of precedence
constraints, it is possible to construct minimum-length schedules in polynomial time.
Minimum-length schedules on two processors can be constructed in polynomial time
if the precedence constraints form a tree [13,12] or a series-parallel graph [4]. For
interval-ordered tasks, a minimum-length schedule on m processors can be constructed
in polynomial time [13,1].
The objective of nearly all scheduling problems that do not neglect the communica-
tion delays is the minimisation of the makespan. In such problems, all tasks are equally
important. However, in many applications, dierent tasks have dierent priorities. Tasks
with dierent deadlines are not equally important: tasks with a small deadline must be
executed at an early time and hence have a high priority, whereas tasks with large
deadlines are less important, because they can be scheduled at a later time without
violating their deadlines.
A task should be completed before its deadline. If a task u is completed after its
deadline, then it is called tardy and the tardiness of u is the amount of time that the
completion time of u exceeds its deadline. If u is completed before its deadline, then
it is called in time and its tardiness is zero. The objective is minimising the maximum
tardiness among all tasks. The problem of constructing minimum-tardiness schedules
is more general than that of minimising the makespan: if all tasks have deadline zero,
then the length of a schedule equals the tardiness of this schedule.
As far as we know, there are hardly any algorithmic results on scheduling precedence
graphs with non-uniform deadlines subject to communication delays: most scheduling
problems with precedence constraints and non-uniform deadlines neglect the
communication costs. Garey and Johnson [6] were the rst that studied a scheduling
problem with precedence constraints and non-uniform deadlines. They presented an
algorithm that constructs minimum-tardiness schedules for arbitrary precedence graphs
with unit-length tasks on two processors. Hanen and Munier [11] showed that this
algorithm has an asymptotic approximation ratio of 2 − 3=2m for scheduling arbi-
trary precedence graphs with unit-length tasks and non-positive deadlines on m pro-
cessors. In addition, Brucker et al. [2] proved that for inforests with unit-length tasks,
minimum-tardiness schedules on m processors can be constructed in polynomial time.
Hall and Shmoys [10] showed that list scheduling is a 2-approximation algorithm for
scheduling arbitrary precedence graphs with arbitrary task lengths with non-positive
deadlines on m processors.
In this paper, I will present two algorithms for scheduling unit-length tasks with
non-uniform deadlines subject to precedence constraints and unit-length communication
delays: one constructs minimum-tardiness schedules for outforests on two processors,
the other for inforests with the least urgent parent property and chain-like task systems
on m processors. Both algorithms can be extended to approximation algorithms for
scheduling tree-like task systems with non-positive deadlines: the rst is an approxi-
mation algorithm with asymptotic approximation ratio 2−2=m for scheduling outforests
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on m processors, the second an approximation algorithm with asymptotic approximation
ratio 2 for scheduling inforests on m processors.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling unit-length tasks with non-
uniform deadlines subject to precedence constraints and unit-length communication de-
lays. The objective is constructing minimum-tardiness schedules. An instance of this
problem is represented by a tuple (G;m;D0), such that G=(V; E) is a directed acyclic
graph, m 2 f2; 3; : : :g is the number of processors, and D0 : V ! Z is a function
assigning a deadline to every node of G. Throughout this paper, V (G) denotes the set
of nodes of a precedence graph G and E(G) the set of arcs of G. Moreover, we will
assume that jV (G)j= n and jE(G)j= e.
The nodes of G correspond to the tasks of a computer program and will therefore
be reered to as tasks. Let u1 and u2 be two nodes of G. If there is an arc from u1 to
u2, then u2 is called a child of u1 and u1 a parent of u2. The number of parents of u1
is called its indegree, the outdegree of u1 equals the number of children of u1. If there
is a directed path from u1 to u2, then u1 is a predecessor of u2 and u2 a successor
of u1. This is denoted by u1 u2. The set of successors of u is denoted by Succ(u).
If a task has no successors, then it will be called a sink. A source is a task without
predecessors.
Each task has to be executed on one processor without interruption. An arc from
task u1 to task u2 represents a data dependency: in order to execute u2, the result of the
computation of u1 must be known. If u1 and u2 are executed on dierent processors,
then it is necessary to send data from one processor to the other. This takes unit time
during which the sending and the receiving processor can execute another task. If u1
and u2 are executed by the same processor, no delay is required.
A schedule for an instance (G;m;D0) is an assignment S : V (G) ! N of starting
times to every task of G. A schedule S is called a feasible schedule for (G;m;D0), if
for all tasks u1 6= u2 of G and all times t,
(1) jfu 2 V (G) j S(u) = tgj6m;
(2) if u1  u2, then S(u1)6S(u2)− 1;
(3) jfu 2 V (G) j u1  u ^ S(u) = S(u1) + 1gj61; and
(4) jfu 2 V (G) j u  u1 ^ S(u) = S(u1)− 1gj61.
The rst constraint ensures that at most m tasks are executed at the same time. The
second states that a task must be scheduled after its predecessors. The third and fourth
constraint ensure that at most one predecessor of a task is executed immediately before
this task and that at most one successor of a task is scheduled immediately after this
task.
Let S be a feasible schedule for an instance (G;m;D0). Let u be a task of G. The
execution of u starts at time S(u) and nishes at time S(u) + 1. A set of tasks of G
with the same starting time will be called a time slot. The time slot St corresponds to
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the time interval [t; t + 1): St = fu 2 V (G) j S(u) = tg. A time slot is called idle if it
contains less than m tasks.
Consider a feasible schedule for an instance (G;m;D0). Let u be a task of G. u
meets its deadline if S(u)+16D0(u). In other words, u does not violate its deadline if
the completion time of u does not exceed its deadline. If D0(u)6S(u), then the tardi-
ness of u equals S(u)+1−D0(u). Otherwise, the tardiness of u equals 0. The tardiness
of S equals the maximum tardiness of a task of G. S is called an in-time schedule if
no task of G violates its deadline.
A prex of an instance (G;m;D0) is an instance (G0; m; D0), where G0 is an induced
subgraph G0 of G, such that for all tasks u1 and u2 of G, if u2 2 V (G0) and u1  u2,
then u1 2 V (G0). Let S be a feasible schedule for a prex (G0; m; D0) of (G;m;D0).
A source u of G[V (G)nV (G0)] (where G[U ] is the subgraph of G induced by U ) is
called available at time t with respect to S if the schedule S 0, such that S 0(v) = S(v)
for all tasks v of G0 and S(u) = t is a feasible schedule for (G[V (G0) [ fug];1; D0).
Note that a task can be available at time t even if m tasks are executed at time t.
In this paper, we will focus on scheduling tree-like task systems. We will consider
two types of tree-like task systems: trees in which all tasks have at most one parent
and trees in which all tasks have at most one child. Inforests are precedence graphs in
which every task has at most one child. An intree is an inforest that has exactly one
sink. An outforest is an inforest in which the arcs have been reversed: an outforest
is a precedence graph in which all tasks have at most one parent. An outtree is an
outforest with exactly one source. Moreover, there are precedence graphs that are both
inforests and outforests; these will be called chain-like task systems.
3. Consistent deadlines
To dene consistent deadlines, we need to look at the structure of in-time schedules.
Let S be an in-time schedule for (G;m;D). Let u be a task of G. Assume u has k>1
successors v1; : : : ; vk , such that D(vi)6d for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. u is scheduled at time
S(u) and nishes at time S(u) + 1. Because of the communication delays, at most
one successor vi of u can be scheduled at time S(u) + 1. Hence the last of the other
k − 1 successors of u cannot be completed before time S(u) + 2 + d(k − 1)=me. Since
the successors of u are all executed before time d, u must nish at or before time
d− 1− d(k − 1)=me.
Dene ND(u; d) as the number of successors of u that are completed at or before
time d in any in-time schedule for (G;m;D). More precisely,
ND(u; d) = jfv 2 Succ(u) jD(v)6dgj:
The following lemmas allow the denition of consistent instances.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be an in-time schedule for (G;m;D). Let u be a task of G. If
ND(u; d)>1; then S(u) + 16d− 1− d(ND(u; d)− 1)=me.
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Denition 3.2. An instance (G;m;D) is called consistent if for all tasks u of G and
all integers d,
if ND(u; d)>1; then D(u)6d− 1− d(ND(u; d)− 1)=me:
(G;m;D) is called D0-consistent if it is consistent and D(u)6D0(u) for all tasks u of
G. A D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) is called strongly D0-consistent if for all tasks
u of G,
D(u) = D0(u); or for some integer d; ND(u; d)>1 and
D(u) = d− 1− d(ND(u; d)− 1)=me:
The following lemmas state some properties of consistent instances. The rst states
that any consistent instance is strongly consistent with respect to its own deadlines.
Lemma 3.3. Let (G;m;D) be a consistent instance. Then (G;m;D) is strongly D-
consistent.
The second lemma states that the deadlines of a strongly D0-consistent instance
are maximum among the D0-consistent instances. This shows that for each instance
(G;m;D0), there is exactly one strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D).
Lemma 3.4. Let (G;m;D) and (G;m;D0) be two D0-consistent instances. If (G;m;D)
is strongly D0-consistent; then D(u)>D0(u) for all tasks u of G.
The third lemma states that if all original deadlines are increased by the same amount,
then the tardiness of a minimum-tardiness schedule decreases by the same amount,
unless the tardiness would become negative.
Lemma 3.5. Let ` be the tardiness of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0).
If there is an integer c; such that D(u) = D0(u) + c for all tasks u of G; then the
tardiness of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D) equals maxf0; ` − cg.
The following lemma proves that if all original deadlines are increased by the same
amount, then so are the strongly consistent deadlines. This result will be used to
compute upper bounds on the tardiness of schedules.
Lemma 3.6. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent instance and let (G;m;D0) be
a strongly D00-consistent instance. If there is an integer c; such that D
0
0(u)=D0(u)+c
for all tasks u of G; then D0(u) = D(u) + c for all tasks u of G.
Proof. Assume there is an integer c, such that D00(u) = D0(u) + c for all tasks u of
G. We will prove by induction that D0(u) =D(u) + c for all tasks u of G. Let u be a
task of G. Assume by induction that D0(v) = D(v) + c for all successors v of u. We
will prove by contradiction that D0(u) = D(u) + c. Suppose D0(u) 6= D(u) + c.
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Case 1: D(u) = D0(u). Then D0(u)<D00(u) = D0(u) + c. Because (G;m;D
0)
is strongly D00-consistent, there is an integer d, such that ND′(u; d)>1 and D
0(u) =
d − 1 − d(ND′(u; d) − 1)=me. Because ND(u; d − c) = ND′(u; d)>1 and (G;m;D) is
consistent, D(u)6d− c− 1− d(ND′(u; d)− 1)=me=D0(u)− c<D0(u). Contradiction.
So D0(u) = D(u) + c.
Case 2: D(u) 6= D0(u). Since (G;m;D) is strongly D0-consistent, there is an integer
d, such that ND(u; d)>1 and D(u)=d−1−d(ND(u; d)−1)=me. Because ND′(u; d+c)=
ND(u; d)>1 and (G;m;D0) is consistent, D0(u)6d+c−1−d(ND(u; d)−1)=me=D(u)+c.
Since D0(u) 6= D(u)+ c, we know that D0(u)<D(u)+ c. Hence D0(u) 6= D00(u). Since
(G;m;D0) is strongly D00-consistent, there is an integer d
0, such that ND′(u; d0)>1 and
D0(u)=d0−1−d(ND′(u; d0)−1)=me. Since ND(u; d0− c)=ND′(u; d0)>1 and (G;m;D)
is consistent, D(u)6d0−c−1−d(ND′(u; d0)−1)=me=D0(u)−c<D(u). Contradiction.
So D0(u) = D(u) + c.
In either case, D0(u) = D(u) + c. By induction, D0(u) = D(u) + c for all tasks u
of G.
The following lemma shows that strongly consistent deadlines are met in all in-time
schedules.
Lemma 3.7. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent instance. Let S be a feasible
schedule for (G;m;D0). Then S is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0) if and only if S
is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D).
Proof. Because D(u)6D0(u) for all tasks u of G, every in-time schedule for (G;m;D)
is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0). Assume S is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0).
Dene DS(u) = S(u) + 1 for all tasks u of G. We will prove by contradiction that
(G;m;DS) is consistent. Suppose (G;m;DS) is not consistent. Then there is a task u of
G and an integer d, such that NDS (u; d)>1 and DS(u)>d− 1− d(NDS (u; d)− 1)=me.
Every successor v of u meets its deadline DS(v). So NDS (u; d) unit-length subtasks of
successors of u nish at or before time d. Hence u must be completed at or before
time d−1−d(NDS (u; d)−1)=me. So DS(u)6d−1−d(NDS (u; d)−1)=me. Contradiction.
So (G;m;DS) is consistent. Because S is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0); (G;m;DS)
is also D0-consistent. From Lemma 3.4, D(u)>DS(u) for all tasks u of G. Since every
deadline DS(u) is met, S is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D).
The next result will be used to construct strongly D0-consistent instances.
Lemma 3.8. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent instance. Let u and v be two
tasks of G. If v is the only child of u; then D(u) = minfD0(u); D(v)− 1g.
Proof. Assume v is the only child of u. Then ND(u; D(v))>1. So D(u)6D(v) − 1.
We will assume that D(u) 6= D0(u). Then there is an integer d, such that ND(u; d)>
1 and D(u) = d − 1 − d(ND(u; d) − 1)=me. If ND(u; d)61, then D(u1)>D(v) − 1−
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d(ND(u; d) − 1)=me>D(v) − 1. So we may assume that ND(u; d0)> 1. Since v is the
only child of u and (G;m;D) is consistent, d>D(v). Because v is a predecessor of
all other successors of u; ND(v; d) = ND(u; d)− 1>1. So
D(u) = d− 1− d(ND(u; d)− 1)=me
= d− 1− d(ND(v; d) + 1− 1)=me
> d− 1− d(ND(v; d)− 1)=me − 1
>D(v)− 1:
So D(u) = D(v)− 1. As a result, D(u) = minfD0(u); D(v)− 1g.
4. Computing consistent deadlines
In this section, an algorithm will be presented that constructs strongly D0-consistent
instances. Consider a strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D). For each task u of G
and all integers d, if ND(u; d)>1, then D(u)6d−1−d(ND(u; d)−1)=me. So in order to
compute the strongly D0-consistent deadline of u, the strongly D0-consistent deadlines
of its successors must have been computed before. This is how Algorithm DEADLINE
MODIFICATION (Fig. 1) proceeds: in each step, the algorithm selects a task that has no
successors for which the strongly D0-consistent deadline has not been computed; for
this task, the algorithm computes the strongly D0-consistent deadline.
Now we will prove that Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION correctly constructs strongly
D0-consistent instances.
Fig. 1. Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION.
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Lemma 4.1. Let (G;m;D) be the instance constructed by Algorithm DEADLINE MODI-
FICATION for an instance (G;m;D0). Then (G;m;D) is strongly D0-consistent.
Proof. Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION starts by setting D(u) = D0(u) for all tasks
u of G. In each step, it computes a deadline for a task of G. Let u1; : : : ; un be the
order in which the tasks are considered. For all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let Gi the subgraph of
G induced by fu1; : : : ; uig. For all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and all tasks u of G, let Di(u) be the
deadline of u after the ith step. Clearly, Di(uj)=   =Dn(uj) for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ig. Let
Dmin; i and Dmax; i be the values of Dmin and Dmax after step i.
It will be proved by induction that the instances (Gi; m; Di) are strongly D0-consistent.
It is not dicult to see that (G1; m; D1) is strongly D0-consistent. Assume by induc-
tion that (Gi; m; Di) is strongly D0-consistent. Consider (Gi+1; m; Di+1). For all j 2
f1; : : : ; ig; Di+1(uj) = Di(uj). So (Gi; m; Di+1) is strongly D0-consistent. Now con-
sider ui+1. Clearly, Di+1(ui+1)6D0(ui+1). Assume NDi+1(ui+1; d)>1 for some integer
d. Then Dmin; i6d6Dmax; i. Hence Di+1(ui+1)6d − 1 − d(NDi+1(ui+1; d)− 1)=me. So
(Gi+1; m; Di+1) is D0-consistent. It is easy to see that if Di+1(ui+1) 6= D0(ui+1), then
there is an integer d, such that NDi+1(ui+1; d)>1 and Di+1(ui+1) = d − 1
− d(NDi+1(ui+1; d)− 1)=me. So (Gi+1; m; Di+1) is strongly D0-consistent. By induction,
(Gn; m; Dn) is strongly D0-consistent. Since G = Gn and D(u) = Dn(u) for all tasks u
of G, (G;m;D) is strongly D0-consistent.
The time complexity of Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION can be determined as follows.
Consider an instance (G;m;D0). Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION starts by computing
Dmin and Dmax and setting D(u) = D0(u) for all tasks u of G. This takes O(n) time.
In each step, the algorithm computes a deadline of a task. This can be done using a
reversed topological order of G. Such an order can be constructed in O(n+e) time [3].
In order to bound the time complexity, we have to ll in a few details of Algorithm
DEADLINE MODIFICATION. We distinguish two cases: whether or not G is known to be a
transitive closure. If it is unknown whether G is a transitive closure, then Algorithm
DEADLINE MODIFICATION should rst compute the transitive closure of G. Goralckova and
Koubek [7] showed that the transitive closure of a precedence graph can be computed
in O(n + e + ne−) time, where e− is the number of arcs in the transitive reduction
of G. In the remainder of the analysis of the time complexity of Algorithm DEADLINE
MODIFICATION, we assume that G is a transitive closure.
For the computation of the strongly D0-consistent deadline of a task u, we need to
compute ND(u; d) for all d. The values ND(u; d) can be computed by determining the
number of successors v of u with deadline d for all d. These numbers are stored in
an array and a prex sum operation is applied on this array. Since G is a transitive
closure, we nd ND(u; d) for all d in O(jSucc(u)j+(Dmax−Dmin)) time. Since there is
a feasible schedule for (G;m;D) of length at most n, we may assume that Dmax−Dmin
is at most n. Consequently, the strongly D0-consistent deadline of u can be computed
in O(n) time. Hence the strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) can be computed in
O(n2 + ne−) time. Hence we have proved the following result.
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Lemma 4.2. For all instances (G;m;D0); Algorithm DEADLINE MODIFICATION constructs
a strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) in O(n2 + ne−) time.
5. List scheduling
The second step in the construction of feasible schedules uses a list scheduling
approach. List scheduling is a common approach to multiprocessor scheduling that was
introduced by Graham [8,9].
Basically, list scheduling works as follows. A list containing all tasks denes
the priority among the tasks: the rst tasks are more important than the last and should
be scheduled at an earlier time. At each time, a list scheduling algorithm determines
the set of tasks that are available at that time and schedules the available tasks with
the smallest indices in the priority list.
Using any list containing all tasks of G, Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING constructs feasible
schedules for instances (G;m;D). The following notation is used. t is the current time
and N equals the number of tasks that are being executed at time t.
It is not dicult to prove that Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING correctly constructs feasible
schedules for instances (G;m;D).
Lemma 5.1. Let S be the schedule for an instance (G;m;D) constructed by
Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using a list containing all tasks of G. Then S is a feasible
schedule for (G;m;D).
Stadtherr [15] proved that using Union-Find operations [5], a list schedule for prece-
dence graphs with unit-length tasks can be constructed in linear time.
Lemma 5.2. For all instances (G;m;D) and all lists L containing all tasks of G;
the schedule for (G;m;D) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING (Fig. 2) using
priority list L can be constructed in O(n+ e) time.
The following lemmas state two important properties of schedules constructed by
Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING. The rst states that the schedules constructed by Algorithm
LIST SCHEDULING are independent of the deadlines.
Lemma 5.3. Let L be a list containing all tasks of a precedence graph G. Let S
and S 0 be the schedules for (G;m;D) and (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LIST
SCHEDULING using priority list L. Then S(u) = S 0(u) for all tasks u of G.
The second lemma states that if a task u is available at a time t and is scheduled at
a later time, then no processor is idle at time t and all tasks with starting time t have
a higher priority than u.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING.
Lemma 5.4. Let L be a list containing all tasks of a precedence graph G. Let S be
the schedule for (G;m;D) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using L. Let u1
and u2 be two tasks of G. If S(u1)<S(u2) and u2 is available at time S(u1); then u1
has a smaller index in L than u2 and there are m tasks v of G; such that S(v)=S(u1).
6. Outforests
In this section, we consider schedules constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING for
instances (G;m;D), such that G is an outforest. It will be proved that minimum-tardiness
schedules for instances (G; 2; D0), such that G is an outforest, can be constructed in
polynomial time. In order to prove this, we need to bound the number of idle time slots
in any schedule for a strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) constructed by Algo-
rithm LIST SCHEDULING using a list containing all tasks of G ordered by non-decreasing
deadlines. Such a list will be called an urgency list of (G;m;D). More precisely,
L= (u1; : : : ; un) is called an urgency list of (G;m;D) if
D(u1)6D(u2)6   6D(un):
Since we may assume that the minimum and maximum deadline dier at most n, an
urgency list of (G;m;D) can be constructed in O(n) time using Bucket sort [3].
Lemma 6.1. Let G be an outforest. Let (G;m;D) be a consistent instance. Let S be
a schedule for (G;m;D) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using an urgency
list of (G;m;D). Then the number of idle time slots in S is at most maxu2V (G)D(u)
−minu2V (G)D(u) + 1.
Proof. We inductively dene a list of tasks u1; : : : ; uk as follows. Let u1 be a task with
maximum completion time. If ui is not a source of G, then let ui+1 be the parent of
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ui. Assume uk is the last task obtained this way. Then uk is a source of G. Dene
ti = S(ui) for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Dene I(t) as the number of idle slots in S from time
t onward. It will be proved by induction that I(ti)6maxu2V (G)D(u) − D(ui) + 1 for
all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Clearly, I(t1)616maxu2V (G)D(u) − D(u1) + 1. Let i>1. Assume
by induction that I(ti)6maxu2V (G)D(u)− D(ui) + 1. Consider time ti+1. We consider
two cases.
Case 1: I(ti+1) − I(ti)61. Since (G;m;D) is consistent, D(ui+1)6D(ui) − 1. So
I(ti+1)6I(ti) + 16maxu2V (G)D(u)− D(ui) + 26maxu2V (G)D(u)− D(ui+1) + 1.
Case 2: I(ti+1)− I(ti)>2. Since G is an outforest, ui is available at time ti+1 + 2.
From Lemma 5.4, the time slots Sti+1+2; : : : ; Sti−1 cannot be idle. So the time slots
Sti+1 and Sti+1+1 must be idle. From Lemma 5.4, ui is not available at time ti+1 + 1.
Hence another child of ui+1 is executed at time ti+1 + 1. Let v be this child. Since
v is scheduled instead of ui; D(v)6D(ui). Hence ND(ui+1; D(ui))>2. Since (G;m;D)
is consistent, D(ui+1)6D(ui) − 2. Consequently, I(ti+1) = I(ti) + 26maxu2V (G)D(u)
− D(ui) + 36maxu2V (G)D(u)− D(ui+1) + 1.
In either case, I(ti+1)6maxu2V (G)D(u)−D(ui+1)+1. By induction, I(tk)6maxu2V (G)
D(u) − D(uk) + 1. Since uk is a source of G; uk is available at times 0; : : : ; S(uk) −
1. From Lemma 5.4, no processor is idle before time S(uk). Hence I(0) = I(tk)6
maxu2V (G)D(u)− D(uk) + 16maxu2V (G)D(u)−minu2V (G)D(u) + 1.
Lemma 6.1 is used to compute an upper bound on the tardiness of the schedules
constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING for instances (G;m;D0), such that G is an
outtree.
Lemma 6.2. Let G be an outtree. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent instance.
Let S be a schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using
an urgency list L of (G;m;D). If there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0); then for
all tasks u of G; S(u) + 16(2− 2=m)D(u)− (1− 2=m).
Proof. Assume there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0). From Lemma 3.7, there
is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D). It will be proved by contradiction that S(u)
+ 16(2 − 2=m)D(u) − (1 − 2=m) for all tasks u of G. Suppose there is a task u,
such that S(u) + 1> (2− 2=m)D(u)− (1− 2=m). Because there is an in-time schedule
for (G;m;D); D(v)>1 for all tasks v of G. Since the source of G is scheduled at time
0, u cannot be the source of G. Assume S(u) = t and there is no task v, such that
S(v)<t and S(v)+1> (2− 2=m)D(v)− (1− 2=m). Let t0 be the last time before time
t, such that at most one task with deadline at most D(u) is scheduled at time t0. Such
a time exists, because at time 0, only the source of G is executed. Because G is an
outtree and (G;m;D) is consistent, a task v with deadline at most D(u) is scheduled at
time t0. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by fw 2 St−1i=t′+1 Si jD(w)6D(u)g[ fug.
Case 1: v is a predecessor of all tasks of H . Because of communication delays, at
most one successor of v can be scheduled immediately after v. Hence t0 = t − 1 and
u is a child of v. Since (G;m;D) is consistent, D(v)6D(u) − 1 and S(v) + 1 = t =
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(S(u) + 1)− 1> (2− 2=m)D(u)− (2− 2=m)− (1− 2=m) = (2− 2=m)D(v)− (1− 2=m).
Contradiction.
Case 2: Not every task of H is a successor of v. Let x be a source of H that is
not a successor of v. From Lemma 5.4, x cannot be available at time t0. Because v is
not a predecessor of x, a parent w of x must be scheduled at time t0 − 1 and another
child of w is executed at time t0. Since this child is scheduled instead of x, it must
have a deadline at most D(x). Because v is the only task with deadline at most D(u)
scheduled at time t0− 1; w is the parent of v as well. So all tasks of H are successors
of w. Let k be the number of time slots among time slots St′ ; : : : ; St−1 that contain at
most m−1 tasks from H . Then ND(w;D(u))>m(t− t0)+1−k(m−2). Since (G;m;D)
is consistent,
D(w)6D(u)− 1− (t − t0) + k(1− 2=m):
Let S 0 be the schedule for (G[V (H) [ fwg]; m; D) constructed by Algorithm LIST
SCHEDULING using the sublist of L containing all tasks in V (H)[fwg. From Lemma 6.1,
the number of idle slots in S 0 is at most D(u)−D(w)+1. It is not dicult to see that
S(x)=S 0(x)+S(w)=S 0(x)+t0−1 for all tasks x in V (H)[fwg. So the number of time
slots in St′ ; : : : ; St−1 that contain at most m−1 tasks of H is at most D(u)−D(w)−1.
Hence
D(u)− D(w)> (t − t0) + 1− k(1− 2=m)
> (t + 1)− t0 − (D(u)− D(w)− 1)(1− 2=m)
> (S(u) + 1)− (S(w) + 1)− (D(u)− D(w))(1− 2=m):
As a result,
S(w) + 1> S(u) + 1− (2− 2=m)(D(u)− D(w))
> (2− 2=m)D(u)− (1− 2=m)− (2− 2=m)(D(u)− D(w))
= (2− 2=m)D(w)− (1− 2=m):
Contradiction.
An outforest can be transformed into an outtree by adding two tasks as follows.
Consider an instance (G;m;D), such that G is an outforest. Assume (G;m;D) is con-
sistent and let L = (u1; : : : ; un) be an urgency list of (G;m;D). Because (G;m;D) is
consistent, u1 is a source of G. Construct an instance (G0; m; D0) as follows. G0 is
constructed from G by adding two tasks r and s and arcs from r to s, from s to u1
and from r to all other sources of G. Then G0 is an outtree. For all tasks u of G,
let D0(u) = D(u) + 2. In addition, let D00(r) = D
0(r) = 1 and D00(s) = D
0(s) = 2. Then
(G0; m; D0) is strongly D0-consistent.
Let S be the schedule for (G;m;D) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using
urgency list L and let S 0 be the schedule for (G0; m; D) constructed by Algorithm
LIST SCHEDULING using urgency list L0 = (r; s; u1; : : : ; un). It is not dicult to see that
S 0(u) = S(u) + 2 for all tasks u of G.
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This construction is used to compute upper bounds of the tardiness of the schedules
constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING for instances (G;m;D0), such that G is an
outforest.
Lemma 6.3. Let G be an outforest. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent in-
stance. Let S be a schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING
using an urgency list of (G;m;D). If there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0); then
for all tasks u of G; S(u) + 16(2− 2=m)D(u) + (1− 2=m).
Proof. Assume there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0). Assume S is constructed by
Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using urgency list L=(u1; : : : ; un) of (G;m;D). If G has only
one source, then G is an outtree. In that case, from Lemma 6.2, S(u)+16(2−2=m)D(u)
− (1− 2=m) for all tasks u of G. So we may assume that G has at least two sources.
Construct an instance (G0; m; D0) as follows. G0 is constructed from G by adding two
tasks r and s and arcs from r to s, from s to u1 (this is a source of G) and from r to
all other sources of G. Then G0 is an outtree. For all tasks u of G, let D0(u)=D(u)+2.
In addition, let D00(r) = D
0(r) = 1 and D00(s) = D
0(s) = 2. Then (G0; m; D0) is strongly
D00-consistent. Because there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0), there is also an
in-time schedule for (G0; m; D00). Let S
0 be the schedule for (G0; m; D00) constructed
by Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using urgency list L0 = (r; s; u1; : : : ; un) of (G0; m; D0).
From Lemma 6.2, S 0(u)6(2 − 2=m)D0(u) − (1 − 2=m) for all tasks u of G0. It is
easy to see that S 0(u) = S(u) + 2 for all tasks u of G. So for all tasks u of G; S(u)
+ 1 = (S 0(u) + 1) − 26(2 − 2=m)D0(u) − (1 − 2=m) − 2 = (2 − 2=m)(D(u) + 2) −
(3− 2=m) = (2− 2=m)D(u) + (1− 2=m).
Lemma 6.3 can be used to bound the tardiness of the constructed schedules for all
instances (G;m;D0), such that G is an outforest.
Theorem 6.4. There is an algorithm with an O(n2) time complexity that constructs
feasible schedules for instances (G;m;D0); such that G is an outforest; with tardiness
at most (2−2=m)`+(1−2=m)maxu2V (G)D0(u)+(1−2=m), where ` is the tardiness
of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0).
Proof. Consider an instance (G;m;D0), such that G is an outforest. Let (G;m;D) be
a strongly D0-consistent instance. Let S be the schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by
Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING using urgency list L of (G;m;D). Let ` be the tardiness of
a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0). We will prove that the tardiness of S is
at most (2−2=m)`+(1−2=m)maxu2V (G)D0(u)+(1−2=m). Dene D00(u)=D0(u)+`
for all tasks u of G. From Lemma 3.5, there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D00). Let
(G;m;D0) be a strongly D00-consistent instance. From Lemma 6.3, D
0(u) = D(u) + `
for all tasks u of G. So L is an urgency list of (G;m;D0). From Lemma 6.3, S(u) +
16(2 − 2=m)D0(u) + (1 − 2=m)6(2 − 2=m)(D0(u) + `) + (1 − 2=m) for all tasks u
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of G. So the tardiness of S as schedule for (G;m;D0) is at most (2− 2=m)` + (1−
2=m)maxu2V (G)D0(u)+ (1− 2=m). From Lemmas 4.2 and 5.2, S can be constructed in
O(n2) time.
Theorem 6.4 shows that a minimum-tardiness schedule for an outforest on two pro-
cessors can be constructed in polynomial time.
Theorem 6.5. There is an algorithm with an O(n2) time complexity that constructs
minimum-tardiness schedules for instances (G; 2; D0); such that G is an outforest.
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 6.4.
Moreover, for all scheduling instances (G;m;D0) with non-positive deadlines, such
that G is an outforest, there is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with an
asymptotic approximation ratio of 2− 2=m.
Corollary 6.6. There is an algorithm with an O(n2) time complexity that constructs
feasible schedules for instances (G;m;D0) with non-positive deadlines; such that G is
an outforest; with tardiness at most (2−2=m)`+(1−2=m); where ` is the tardiness
of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0).
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 6.4.
7. The least urgent parent property
In Section 6, an algorithm was presented for scheduling outforests with non-uniform
deadlines subject to unit-length communication delays. This algorithm has the same
overall structure as the one presented by Garey and Johnson [6] for scheduling with-
out communication delays. In the rst step, consistent deadlines are computed. In the
second, the tasks are scheduled by a list scheduling algorithm.
The exact deadline modication for a task u depends on the subgraph of its succes-
sors: if u has suciently many successors that have to be completed at or before time
d, then the deadline of u is decreased. We are only able to construct minimum-tardiness
schedules for outforests on two processors. This is due to the fact that the predecessors
of a task are not taken into account. In the remainder of this paper, we will use the
knowledge that at most one predecessor of a task can be scheduled immediately before
this task. This is done by considering instances that satisfy a special constraint, called
the least urgent parent property. The least urgent parent property entails that every task
that is not a source has a parent that is the best candidate to be executed immediately
before this task. This least urgent parent has a deadline that exceeds the deadlines of
all other parents.
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Denition 7.1. An instance (G;m;D) has the least urgent parent property if for all
tasks u of G, if u is not a source, then u has a parent whose deadline exceeds the
deadlines of the other parents of u. This parent is called the least urgent parent of u.
An instance with the least urgent parent property will be called a lup-instance.
In a schedule with the least urgent parent property, the completion time of the least
urgent parent of a task exceeds the completion times of the other parents.
Denition 7.2. Let (G;m;D) be an instance with the least urgent parent property. Let
S be a feasible schedule for (G;m;D). S is a schedule for (G;m;D) with the least
urgent parent property if for all tasks u of G, if u is not a source of G, then the least
urgent parent of u nishes after the other parents of u. Schedules with the least urgent
parent property will be called lup-schedules.
Note that because in an outforest every task has at most one parent, every consistent
instance (G;m;D), such that G is an outforest, and every feasible schedule for such an
instance has the least urgent parent property.
8. List scheduling with the least urgent parent property
In this section, we present an algorithm that constructs schedules with the least
urgent parent property on a restricted number of processors for precedence graphs with
unit-length tasks. We will use an algorithm that is similar to Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING.
Now Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING is presented.
We use the same notation as for Algorithm LIST SCHEDULING. t is the current time.
N is the number of tasks scheduled at time t. Moreover, an available task u will be
called lup-available at time t if it is available at time t and if u is the least urgent
parent of a task v, then all other parents of v nish at or before time t.
It is not dicult to prove that Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING correctly constructs
feasible schedules with the least urgent parent property for instances (G;m;D) with the
least urgent parent property. Moreover, it is not dicult to show that Algorithm LUP
LIST SCHEDULING can be implemented, such that it has an O(n log n+e) time complexity.
Lemma 8.1. For all lup-instances (G;m;D) and all lists L containing all tasks of
G; Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING constructs a feasible lup-schedule for (G;m;D) in
O(n log n+ e) time using priority list L.
The following lemma states an important property of schedules constructed by Al-
gorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING (Fig. 3). It is similar to Lemma 5.4: it states that if a
task u is lup-available at time t and u is scheduled at a later time, then no processor
is idle at time t and all tasks scheduled at time t have a higher priority than u.
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Fig. 3. Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING.
Lemma 8.2. Let (G;m;D) be a lup-instance. Let S be the schedule for (G;m;D)
constructed by Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING using priority list L containing all
tasks of G. Let u1 and u2 be two tasks of G. If S(u1)<S(u2) and u2 is lup-available
at time S(u1); then u1 has a smaller index in L than u2 and there are m tasks v of
G; such that S(v) = S(u1).
9. Inforests
In this section, we will consider the schedules constructed by Algorithm LUP LIST
SCHEDULING. We will show that it constructs in-time schedules for inforests with the
least urgent parent property if such schedules exist.
Lemma 9.1. Let G be an inforest. Let (G;m;D) be a strongly D0-consistent instance.
If (G;m;D) is a lup-instance and there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0); then
any schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING using an
urgency list of (G;m;D) is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0).
Proof. Assume there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0) and (G;m;D) is a lup-
instance. From Lemma 3.7, there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D). Let S be a
schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING using an ur-
gency list of (G;m;D). It will be proved by contradiction that S is an in-time schedule
for (G;m;D0). Suppose S is not an in-time schedule for (G;m;D0). From Lemma 3.7,
S is not an in-time schedule for (G;m;D). Let St be the earliest time slot that contains
a task u, such that D(u)6t. Since there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D), there are
at most mt tasks with deadline at most t. Let St′−1 be the last time slot before St that
contains at most m − 1 tasks with deadline at most t. Let H be the subgraph of G
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induced by
St−1
i=t′ Si [ fug. Then H contains m(t − t0) + 1 tasks with deadline at most
t. Dene Q = fv 2 St′−1 jD(v)6tg.
Case 1: t = t0. From Lemma 8.2, u cannot be lup-available at time t0 − 1.
Case 1.1: u is not available at time t0−1. Because every task of G has outdegree at
most one, two parents of u must be scheduled at time t0−2. Since S is a lup-schedule,
the least urgent parent of u must be executed at time t0− 1. Then Q contains a parent
v of u. Then D(v)6D(u)6t − 1. So v violates its deadline. Contradiction.
Case 1.2: u is available at time t0 − 1. Then u is the least urgent parent of a task
v, such that at least two parents of v are not scheduled before time t0 − 1. Since u
is scheduled at time t, another parent w of v must be scheduled at time t0 − 1. Since
u is the least urgent parent of v; D(w)6D(u) − 16t − 1. So w violates its deadline.
Contradiction.
Case 2: t 6= t0. For each task v in Q, at most one child of v can be scheduled at
time t0. Since m tasks with deadline at most t are scheduled at time t0, some tasks of
H have no predecessor in Q. Let V0 be the set containing the tasks in St′ that have a
parent in Q. Dene V1 as the set of tasks in St′nV0 that are the least urgent parent of
some task w that has another parent in Q. Let V = V0 [ V1. Since every task has at
most one child, jV j6jQj6m − 1. So St′ nV is not empty. Let v be a task in St′ nV .
From Lemma 8.2, v is not lup-available at time t0 − 1.
Case 2.1: v is not available at time t0−1. Since v is not an element of V , no parent
of v is scheduled at time t0− 1. Because no task has more than one child, two parents
of v must be executed at time t0− 2. Since S is a lup-schedule, the least urgent parent
of v must be scheduled at time t0 − 1. So v must be an element of V0. Contradiction.
Case 2.2: v is available at time t0−1. Then v is the least urgent parent of a task w,
such that at least two parents of w are not scheduled before time t0 − 1. Because v is
scheduled at time t0, another parent w0 of w must be scheduled at time t0 − 1. Since v
is the least urgent parent of w; D(w0)6D(v)− 16t. So w0 is a task of Q and v must
be an element of V1. Contradiction.
Using Lemma 9.1, the next theorem proves that minimum-tardiness schedules for
inforests with the least urgent parent property can be constructed in polynomial time.
Theorem 9.2. There is an algorithm with an O(n log n) time complexity that con-
structs minimum-tardiness schedules for instances (G;m;D0); such that G is an infor-
est and the strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) is a lup-instance.
Proof. Consider an instance (G;m;D0), such that G is an inforest. Let (G;m;D)
be a strongly D0-consistent instance. Assume (G;m;D) is a lup-instance. Let S be
the schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed by Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING using ur-
gency list L of (G;m;D). We will prove that S is a minimum-tardiness schedule for
(G;m;D0). Let ` be the tardiness of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0). De-
ne D00(u)=D0(u)+`
 for all tasks u of G. From Lemma 3.5, there is an in-time sched-
ule for (G;m;D00). Let (G;m;D
0) be a strongly D00-consistent instance. From Lemma 3.6,
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D0(u) = D(u) + ` for all tasks u of G. So L is an urgency list of (G;m;D0) and
(G;m;D0) is a lup-instance. From Lemma 9.1, S is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D00).
Hence S(u) + 16D00(u) = D0(u) + `
 for all tasks u of G. So the tardiness of S as
schedule for (G;m;D0) is at most `. Hence S is a minimum-tardiness schedule for
(G;m;D0). From Lemmas 3.8 and 8.1, S can be constructed in O(n log n) time.
Let G be a chain-like task system. Because a chain-like task system is an outforest,
every strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) is a lup-instance. Since every chain-like
task system is an inforest, a minimum-tardiness schedule for a chain-like task system
can be constructed in polynomial time.
Theorem 9.3. There is an algorithm with an O(n log n) time complexity that con-
structs minimum-tardiness schedules for instances (G;m;D0); such that G is a
chain-like task system.
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 9.2.
Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING can be used to construct schedules for all in-
stances (G;m;D0) if a strongly D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) is transformed into a
lup-instance (G;m;D0). This is the basis of the approximation algorithm for scheduling
inforests presented in this section. This algorithm works as follows. First the strongly
D0-consistent instance (G;m;D) is transformed into a consistent lup-instance (G;m;D0).
Second Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING constructs a schedule for (G;m;D0).
The following lemma shows how to construct a lup-instance from a consistent in-
stance (G;m;D), such that G is an inforest.
Lemma 9.4. Let G be an inforest. Let (G;m;D) be a consistent instance. If D(u)>1
for all tasks u of G; then there is a consistent lup-instance (G;m;D0); such that for
all tasks u of G; D(u)6D0(u)62D(u).
Proof. Assume D(u)>1 for all tasks u of G. Let u be a task of G that is not a source
of G. Let v be a parent of u with maximum deadline among the parents of u. Let
D0(v) = 2D(v) and let D0(w) = 2D(w)− 1 for all other parents w of u. For all sources
u of G, let D0(u)= 2D(u)− 1. Then D(u)6D0(u)62D(u) for all tasks u of G. Let u1
and u2 be two tasks of G, such that u1 is a parent of u2. Since (G;m;D) is consistent,
D0(u1)62D(u1)62D(u2)− 26D0(u2)− 1. Hence (G;m;D0) is consistent and has the
least urgent parent property.
Lemma 9.4 can be used to construct schedules for all strongly D0-consistent instances
(G;m;D), such that G is an inforest. Lemma 3.8 shows that a strongly D0-consistent
instances for inforests can be constructed in O(n) time. This allows us to prove the
following result.
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Theorem 9.5. There is an algorithm with an O(n log n) time complexity that con-
structs feasible schedules for instances (G;m;D0); such that G is an inforest; with tar-
diness at most 2`+maxv2V (G)D0(v); where ` is the tardiness of a minimum-tardiness
schedule for (G;m;D0).
Proof. Consider an instance (G;m;D0), such that G is an inforest. Let (G;m;D) be a
strongly D0-consistent instance. For all tasks u of G, dene
D00(u) = D0(u)− minv2V (G) D(v) + 1 and D
0(u) = D(u)− min
v2V (G)
D(v) + 1:
Then D0(u)>1 for all tasks u of G and (G;m;D0) is strongly D00-consistent. Let
(G;m;D00) be a consistent lup-instance, such that D0(u)6D00(u)62D0(u) for all tasks
u of G. From the proof of Lemma 9.4, we may assume that D00(u) = 2D0(u) − 1 or
D00(u) = 2D0(u) for all tasks u of G. Let S be the schedule for (G;m;D0) constructed
by Algorithm LUP LIST SCHEDULING using urgency list L of (G;m;D00). Let ` be the
tardiness of a minimum-tardiness schedule for (G;m;D0). We will prove that the tar-
diness of S is at most 2` +maxv2V (G)D0(v). Dene D1(u) =D0(u) + ` for all tasks
u of G. From Lemma 3.5, there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D1). Let (G;m;D01)
be a strongly D1-consistent instance. From Lemma 3.6, for all tasks u of G,
D01(u) = D(u) + `







From Lemma 3.7, there is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D01). Hence D
0
1(u)>1 for all
tasks u of G. For all tasks u of G, dene D001 (u) as follows.
D001 (u) =

2D01(u)− 1 if D00(u) = 2D0(u)− 1;
2D01(u) if D
00(u) = 2D0(u):
Because (G;m;D01) is consistent, so is (G;m;D
00
1 ). It is not dicult to see that (G;m;D
00
1 )
has the least urgent parent property. Moreover, D001 (u)=D
00(u)+2(`+minv2V (G)D(v)
− 1) for all tasks u of G. So L is an urgency list of (G;m;D001 ). From Lemma 9.1, S
is an in-time schedule for (G;m;D001 ). Hence for all tasks u of G,
S(u) + 16D001 (u)
























6 2D0(u) + 2`:
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So the tardiness of S as schedule for (G; ; m; D0) is at most 2` + maxv2V (G)D0(v).
From Lemmas 3.8, 9.4 and 8.1, S can be constructed in O(n log n) time.
10. Concluding remarks
In this paper, I have presented two algorithms: one constructs minimum-tardiness
schedules for outforests on two processors and another for chain-like task systems
on m processors. Both results can be generalised for scheduling with release dates
and deadlines: a minimum-tardiness schedule for an outforest with release dates and
deadlines on two processors can be constructed in polynomial time [16]. The same is
true for chain-like task systems on m processors.
Moreover, it was shown that the least urgent parent property allows the construc-
tion of minimum-tardiness schedules for a larger class of precedence graphs. Because
constructing minimum-length schedules for inforests on m processors is an NP-hard op-
timisation problem [12], we have identied a special case of an NP-hard optimisation
problem that is solvable in polynomial time.
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